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Get positive about Winter blues 
 
Well what can I say? I’m sure you don’t need 
reminding that winters here in all her force 
battering us with relentless gales, driving rain and 
ever changing conditions.  Flying? Paragliders? 
Hangliders? – ‘whats all that about?’ I hear you 
say….I know the feeling well.  Almost 2 months 
without any decent flying and I’m feeling like I 
can’t even remember how to fly.  I have to keep 
reminding myself what these flying contraptions 
look like by scouring through back issues of 
Skywings, watching flying DVD’s and looking at 
flying photos from last summer when times were 
good.  All we can do whilst feeling rather 
depressed about the crappy weather outside is 
stay in our warm homes and plan for the year 
ahead.  Try planning what you would like to 
achieve with your flying this year, maybe you 
want to try XC for the first time? Visit new sites? 
Fly abroad or try a new Acro manoeuvre!  
Whatever your goals I hope you at least try to 
achieve them safely and with a smile on your face 
;-)  Personally the goals I would like to achieve 
are as follows: experiment flying techniques in 
minimal conditions which could help me get back 
up in weak conditions.  Take small groups of low 
airtime/low experience club members on trips 
away to South Wales to pass on my skills and 
knowledge of thermalling and going XC.  I think 
it’s important to learn flying techniques other than 
simply coastal soaring in silky smooth air.  
Basically I would like to broaden peoples flying 
skills!  All of us could benefit from more 
thermalling and XC experience which would help 
us achieve better results in club comps especially 
when we fly from their inland sites.  I would like 
the Kernow Paragliding team members to take 
competing a bit more seriously than last year.  
Like getting better organised with the right maps! 
I would like to fly abroad and better my personal 
bests with regard to height gain, distance and 
duration.  I would like to try practicing ‘Wagga’ 
manoeuvres such as ‘kiting’ and ‘hand in the sand’ 
possibly at Hayle or Sennen.  I would like to gain 
my tow conversion rating and maybe dabble on a 
Paramotor too !!.  I hope this inspires you to think 
about what you would like to do.  BE POSITIVE, 

GET ORGANISED, PLAN AHEAD while the weathers 
crap! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Club Flying 

 
Some of us have managed to enjoy a little bit of 
flying in small ‘blink and you will miss them’ 
weather windows.  Notably Dave, Nigel, Al, Glen 
and Key enjoyed 4 hours of fantastically smooth 
conditions at Perran on Thursday 20 th.  Dave rode 
from Devoran to Perran in the rain knowing that 
the wind was on, only to arrive at take off as it 
cleared!  (Jammy)  The others arrived and 
conditions were such that you could take off from 
the back of the large gently sloping take off about 
a foot off the ground, cruise down and pop off the 
edge, glide down to the beach, back up and soar 
up to 300ft ATO…….Amazingly lucky guys…… 
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Accidents 

 
Some of us have not had such great times with a 
few minor accidents taking place.  Mark Bulters 
wing scrapped the cliffs at Hayle after he was 
blown into them.  Luckily the wing quickly freed 
up from the snagging cliff ‘in flight’ and he was 
able to fly on unhurt.  Mark Ashton-Smith 
attempted to try a nice looking ridge at Port Loe / 
Gunwalloe in strong conditions and was dragged 
and did a backwards somersault over a sharp 
rocky outcrop causing him to bang his 
head…….this is his accident report, READ and 
LEARN:  
 
Accident report summary  
by Mark Ashton-Smith 
Site: Gunwalloe, Sunday 16th January 2005 

Strong wind (up to 20mph at crest of dunes). 
Quite gusty too. Also a new site. 

Canopy inflates above my head, after struggling 
with it for a while. Left brake caught in lines - 
after all the faffing about - so I don't have 
much control. Wing has frontal collapse a foot or 
two off the ground, then re-inflates and I’m pulled 
back and hit my head on the rock 
formation behind, before being lifted up 
again before  the canopy fully deflates. In this 
accident, my head takes all the impact. My body 
doesn't hit the rocks at all! Thank god I'm wearing 
a helmet. This is obviously shocking to Annie 
and Matt who are looking at the whole thing from 
the side. It's also a surreal experience for me 
because it was unexpected, and I know that if I 
wasn't wearing a helmet I might be dead. 

Initial reaction: relief that I'm OK. I take the 
helmet off and kiss it! Time to stop. 
 
I stuff the canopy, and we take out Andy's kite to 
play with. The wind has picked up quite a bit now. 
I know that when I had a serious head blow 
several years ago (while boxing)  I had nearly 
passed out half an hour AFTER the impact, so so I 
tell Andy and Mat that I'd rather be on my way, 
get into the warmth and relax. I am feeling a little 
cold and clammy which concerns me. 

About 40 minutes later, on the drive back to 
Penzance, I become more dizzy and go into a 
serious shock response, which I was hoping 
wouldn't happen! My breathing had been irregular 
for a while and the carbon dioxide level in my 
blood has dropped because of it. This triggers off 
the hyperventilation and the shock response -  my 
heart starts racing like a machine gun, my 
breathing is manic, my arms lock rigid with 
cramps, while I feel like I'm being electrocuted, all 
the while struggling to stay conscious. It's 
very scary! Annie gets on the phone to the 
ambulance services, but within ten minutes 

the worst of it has passed, so she drives me to the 
Penzance hospital for a check up. At this point 
I am feeling very unsteady on my feet, and in a 
daze. 

I am given basic neurological tests (eye tracking, 
etc) which I pass OK. The Irish doctor tells me 
that I have had a shock response, triggered by 
low CO2 in the blood and a delayed response to 
the injury by the nervous system. Your conscious 
mind thinks you're OK, but your body has a 
different idea. It most probably wasn't concussion 
since I didn't black out, but it was serious because 
- in the worst cases - shock responses can kill 
people! For the next couple of days I felt in a bit 
of a daze and my neck and back muscles have 
been very sore from the strain, but there  have 
been no other symptoms. 

The idea of a shock response was news to me. 
I've had my share of accidents and scary 
experiences in life, but I've only gone into shock 
like this twice - both times when I've had a very 
serious blow to the head (I only got it once  in 7 
years of amateur kickboxing). 

What's been learned?  

1. Do better risk assessment. I've got used to 
flying in strong conditions at Hayle and I assumed 
it would be the same at this dune site. I 
didn't register all the rocks at the foot of the 
dunes, right in front of me when I was struggling 
with the wing! No two sites will be identical.  
2. Best not to fly a new site when conditions are 
too strong, or you're feeling groggy (as I was).   
3. Always wear a helmet. I might be dead 
otherwise.                                                        
4. If you impact your head like this, it's important 
that you relax and don't hyperventilate. Lying 
down with your legs up was suggested by the 
doctor! If you do hyperventilate, breath into a 
plastic bag. This recycles the carbon dioxide, and 
this helps the gas balance in your blood.                            
5. According to the doctor I 
saw, hyperventilation is more likely if you  
(a) smoke a lot of cannabis and/or (b) there is a 
lot of stress in your life (-only one of these is true 
for me).                                                           
6. Take note that you might have a delayed shock 
response - and get caught out by this half an hour 
or more AFTER the accident. You might want to 
have help nearby in case you think this might 
happen.                                                            
7. Don't take someone along who is considering 
taking up flying when things like this happen -
as we did! (Sorry Matt.) 

Since the poor judgement in flying at the site was 
so obvious, it's been a good learning experience, 
and I'm looking forward to trying that site out 
again with Andy and Annie - when conditions are 
perfect! 
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TRIP TO VERBIER IN THE SWISS ALPS IN AUGUST 2005 WITH  
 

 

 

 

 

We are organising a trip for 10 people to Verbier in the Swiss Alps. Verbier boasts more “flyable” days per year 
than any other alpine resort as well as offering the largest number of launch and landing sites, meaning that we 
can fly in a different location each day of the holiday. 
During our stay in Verbier, varieties of specialised courses are available, such as acrobatics, thermalling and 
cross country flights, reverse launching and ridge soaring. The experienced and highly qualified team are waiting 
to show us some of their secrets!  
Working alongside local mountain guides, flights are offered from high alpine summits and even from the roof of 
Europe… The Mont Blanc itself! 
For those who wish to come on a flying holiday with family members who do not hanglide or paraglide 
themselves, other mountain related activities can be organised to ensure that your family are having fun whilst 
you’re soaring with the eagles. Some of these activities include beautiful mountain walks, mountain biking, white 
water kayaking, rock climbing and horse riding. 
Verbier is a suitable destination for all pilots. Everybody from beginners to experienced cross country pilots can 
enjoy long and unforgettable flights.  SEE SKYWINGS FEBRUARY 2004 for review by Harriet Pottinger 

What your holiday includes: 

• Accommodation in one of the beautiful 5 star Swiss chalets. 
• Daily Maid service. 
• Breakfast every morning and dinner six nights of the week, giving you a night to experience some of the local 
restaurants! 
• Unlimited flying due to the very efficient lift retrievals to take you back up to the launch site. All retrievals are 
included in the price of your holiday. 
• Professional guides are always on site to suggest flight routes and to give general advice on weather 
conditions. Guides are qualified professionals who have been flying in alpine conditions and in Verbier itself for 
many years. 
• Advanced tuition for certified pilots. 

The cost will be £450 with a deposited of £150. If you are interested you can see our website at 
www.cornwallparagliding.co.uk on the trips page, give me, Mark a call on 0700 5980362 or speak to me at 
the February KHPA Meeting. Hope to see you out on the hill soon. 
 
Mark Butler 
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MINUTES OF THE 2005 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE 
KERNOW HANG GLIDING & PARAGLIDING ASSOCIATION 
AT THE CLINTON SOCIAL CLUB ON 10TH JANUARY  2005. 

 
28 members attended and Graham Phipps stood in for the outgoing Chairman. Alan continued as 
secretary for the time being. 
 
Apologies for absence were made for Chairman Pete and Vicki  who were away skiing, Roger Full 
and Mike Richards. 
 
Chairman’s Report. To be given at the annual dinner. 
Secretary’s Report.  Likewise. 
Treasurer’s Report.  Paul told us the Association’s income for the year was £1670.52 and 
expenses totalled £1266.78 with a surplus accruing in the sum of £403.74 The balance in hand is 
now £2393.55.  Details are shown in the summary of account appended to these minutes. The 
Treasurer’s report was unanimously accepted. 
. 
Subscriptions.  With a healthy balance and no forseen need for extra money the Treasurer 
recommended that the annual subscription continue at the current rate of £15. Paul Dunstan 
proposed and Barry Green seconded acceptance of this recommendation and this was passed 
unanimously. 
Alan made a proposal to alter the financial year and subscription expiry date to 31st Jan so that the 
subscription can be collected before the expiry of the previous sub’. This was discussed at length but after 
hearing the complications involved Alan withdrew his proposal. 
 
Big Brian then asked if late payers should not be penalised and after some discussion proposed 
that for members paying after 31s t March the subscription should be increased to £20. This was 
seconded by very new member Clive Ongley but the motion failed with 5 votes in favour and 12 
against. 
 
Election of Officers. 
Chairman. There were two nominations. Dave Stevens Proposed by Paul Dunstan and Brian 
Reynolds proposed by Mark Presland. With seconders for both nominees Dave and Brian retired 
and on a show of hands Dave was elected by 10 votes to five. 
Secretary.  As the elected secretary Tim was still unable to function and the acting secretary Alan 
did not wish to stand members were asked to offer their services. Graham in the Chair said that if 
we were not able to appoint a secretary the operation of the Association would be in jeopardy. 
After a deathly pause Chris Whittaker said he would stand and his offer was gladly and 
unanimously accepted with Alan proposing and Dave seconding the motion. 
Club Contact.  Alan said he was happy to continue in this post. No other offers were made and 
Alan was appointed. 
Treasurer and Membership Secretary. With no one offering to take over Paul Howes said he 
was willing to continue. This was proposed by Paul Dunstan and seconded by Dave and again 
passed without any objections 
Bulletin Editor Editor Andy was not present but as he had made no request to be relieved of this 
job which he has done so well Mark Butler proposed and Big Brian seconded that he continues.  
This was passed with no objections. 
Web Master. With Steve Edwards not present this appointment was deferred until our February 
meeting in the hope that Steve and Editor Andy might consult and decide how this post might 
best be filled together with the post of Smart Group Moderator. 
Publicity Officer. Graham Phipps was proposed for this post by Paul Howes, seconded by Gay 
and unanimously carried. 
Safety Officer Hang Gliding.  Graham said he would like to see some other member in this post 
and suggest Paul Howse. This was universally agreed. 
Safety Officer Paragliding. Mark Butler said he was happy to continue and this was agreed by 
all. 
 Safety Officer Technical. Members agreed that this function is best carried out by the other 
safety officers and the post be cancelled. 
Sites Officers. The present Officers were willing to continue and were reappointed with the 
agreement of all present viz: Highcliff: Roger Green.  Perransands: Alan Phipps.  St. Agnes: 
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Graham May, Chapel Porth: Alan Phipps.  Godrevy: Graham Phipps. Carbis Bay:  Roger Full.  
Sennen Cove:  Roger Full.  Carn Brea: Graham May.  Carne:  Alan Phipps.  Vault Bay:  Roger 
Green. 
With two paragliding sites operational at Hayle Towans and Kenegie Mark Butler proposed and 
Mark Presland seconded a proposal that John Trewartha be appointed to look after these sites. 
This was agreed without objection. 
Competition Secretary Hang Gliding. With no proposal for a change Graham Phipps was asked 
and agreed to continue.  
Competition Secretary Paragliding. Dave proposed Mark Butler. Mark Presland seconded and 
this appointment was agreed by the members. 
XC Co-ordinator. Paddy was asked to undertake this work. The appointment was proposed by 
Dave, seconded by Mark P and agreed by the meeting. 
Librarian. The work of this onerous office is best done by a member who is regular in attendance 
at monthly meetings and often available on sites. The Treasurer was deemed to measure up and 
the meeting agreed that the post be merged into that of the Treasurer and Membership Secretary. 
 
Trophies.  The flying Trophies are to be presented at the Annual Dinner and the announcement of 
the winners will be made at that event. 
Adventure Sports Trophy. This trophy is awarded to a member deemed to have served the club 
in some special way as decided by the votes of members present. Members nominated: Pete Coad 
for his work as Chairman. Editor Andy for doing such a good job with the Bulletin, Roger Full for 
so faithfully producing the copies of the Bulletin and Paul Howes and Gay Jones jointly for their 
enthusiastic attendance at competitions and tow events and their help coaching and encouraging 
novice fliers. As the only nominees present, Paul and Gay were asked to retire from the meeting 
while a vote was taken and the as a result the Adventure Sports Trophy was awarded to Paul and 
Gay. 
 
Any Other Business. 
Alan again raised his request for a club committee to 1. Support the Chairman and other officers. 
2. Provide direction for development of the Association 
3. Examination of members possible complaints and ideas for development and improvement of 
the Association in greater detail than is possible at the Members’ Monthly Meeting ready for 
presentation to that meeting. 
In no way should the Committee take over from the Members Meetings but rather make that 
meeting more productive and be in all matters answerable to the Members Meeting. 
 
The pros and cons were talked over and as a result a proposal was agreed to allow a quorum of 3 
Association Officers comprised from: Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer, any of the Safety Officers 
and Sites Officers, the Treasurer and the Publicity Officer be empowered to act and speak for the 
Association in the event of any emergency. 
This was proposed by Steve Hawk, seconded by Roger Green and passed by the meeting. 
Steve Hawk raised the need for the Association Constitution to be altered allowing for some 
Officers to be given “borrowing powers” on behalf of the Association. There was a lot of discussion 
and some reservations about this suggestion and it was resolved that Steve put his ideas in 
writing to be published in the Bulletin for the consideration of members and voted on at an EGM. 
The opportunity shall be taken to revise the constitution after comparison with the constitutions of 
other similar clubs or associations. 
 
That ended the business of this meeting which was closed at 22.24. 
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KERNOW HANG GLIDING & PARAGLIDING ASSOCIATION ACCOUNTS FOR 2004 
By Treasurer Paul Howse 

Income 
  
Subs                                1070.00 
Subs 05                               15.00 
Interest                               19.62 
        =  1104.62  
  
Expenditure  
 
KHPA dinner                        80.80  
Sites Fees                          294.74  
Magazine                           131.58  
Comps                                90.00  
Engraving                            31.50  
Stationary                           12.09  
Fuel to AGM                         60.17 
                                    =  700.88  
 
Bank Balance at 31/12/04       2393.55 
 
Outstanding invoices fuel to AGM    60.17  
 
 
 

Free Spirit 
 

Cumulous float within deep crisp blue 
Gentle summer winds tease my eager face 
Upon hillside I stand, watching, waiting 
Ahead, birds swoop sweet insects plucked aloft from fields below 

 
She lays out behind me, limp and lifeless 
Breathing fresh air she rises alive!  
Lifting my soul, up into the abyss 
I connect to her, we become one 

 
Soaring updrafts, riding waves 
We reach cloud topped horizons 
Fields, rivers and hills appear so small from up here 
Are life’s problems somewhere down there too? 

 
Currents surge us around the void 
She comforts and protects  
We rock, roll and swing 
Playful glees throughout the dance 

 
Entranced lost within this ride 
Smiling wide-eyed, loving the glide 
We are free flying my dear 
Simplicity, freedom, so pure.   

 
Andrew Hancock January 2005 

 


